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The Transformation of European Politics, 1763-1848 Mar 01 2020 This is the only modern study of European international
politics to cover the entire timespan from the end of the Seven Years' War in 1763 to the revolutionary year of 1848.
The Course of German History Aug 06 2020 One of the most famous and controversial works by possibly the highest profile
historian of the twentieth century.
Aspects of European History 1494-1789 Jul 17 2021 First published in 1984. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Ten Days that Shook the World Jul 05 2020 John Reed conveys, with the immediacy of cinema, the impression of a whole
nation in ferment and disintegration. A contemporary journalist writing in the first flush of revolutionary enthusiasm, he gives us
a record of the events in Petrograd in November 1917, when Lenin and the Bolsheviks finally siezed power. Containing
verbatim reports both of speeches by leaders and the chance comments of bystanders set against an idealized backcloth of
the proletariat soldiers, sailors, and peasants uniting to throw off oppression, Reed's account is the product of passionate
involvement.
The Struggle for Mastery in Europe, 1848-1918 Jun 27 2022
From Sarajevo to Potsdam Jan 29 2020 A study of the European people and their culture during two world wars and the
Depression
Modern Europe, 1789-Present Nov 28 2019 Now covering the whole of Europe from the French Revolution to the present
day, this major new edition has been completely revised and brought up-to-date. The approach embraces the whole continent
from both national and regional perspectives, and combines political survey with grass roots 'people' history. Bringing this
history vividly to life, the authors use a very broad range of sources including memoirs, archives, letters, songs and
newspapers. In particular, there is new treatment of the following themes: Religion and the modern Papacy Immigration in
Europe and relationships between minority and majority groups UNESCO The European Bill of Rights The seeds of conflict in
Bosnia and Croatia Europe's relations with the wider world, with particular attention to the Middle East and Japan.
English History 1914-1945 Jul 29 2022 This book chronicles three decades largely overshadowed by war and mass
unemployment. It was a period that saw in England the formation of a national government, the only genuine incidence of
three-party politics, the fruition of campaigns for trades union recognition, women's suffrage, and Irish independence, and
abroad withdrawal from the Gold Standard and involvement in collective security. Written in Taylor's customary provocative
style, this is historical writing at its best. - ;This book begins on 4 August 1914, the day Britain entered the 'Great War', and
describes the three decades of unparalleled upheaval and change up to the defeat of Japan in 1945, which marked the end of
the Second World War. Twin themes of international conflict and mass unemployment in England predominate - besides giving
a full account of foreign and domestic politics which were elaborated to deal with them, Taylor also pays particular attention to
the impact of events on everyday lives. This book is an essential work from one of the finest historians of the twentieth century,
which no one interested in the affairs of the UK will want to be without. The 1848 Revolutions Sep 06 2020 In 1848 revolutions broke out all over Europe - in France, the Habsburg and German
lands and the Italian peninsular. This Seminar Study considers why the revolutions occurred and why they were so
widespread. The book offers a broad ranging investigation of the social, economic and political circumstances which led to the
revolutions of 1848 as well as an account of the revolutions themselves. First published in 1981, and fully revised in 1991, the
study has long established itself as one of the most accessible and valuable introductions to this complex subject.
The Origins of the Second World War Aug 18 2021 Author contends that the war was the result of a series of diplomatic
blunders on both sides rather than a premeditated act by Hitler.
The War Lords May 03 2020 Biographical studies of Roosevelt, Stalin, Churchill, Hitler, and Mussolini portray them as
exercising supreme command during World War II and a sixth sketch shows the absence of such a figure in Japan
The Revolutions in Europe, 1848-1849 Oct 08 2020 These essays arose out of lectures given in Oxford to commemorate the
150th anniversary of the 1848 revolutions in Europe. They comprise summaries of the existing state of knowledge, new
insights and unfamiliar information.

France, 1848-1945 Apr 25 2022 Politics and Anger
From Napoleon to the Second International Feb 09 2021
Mitteleuropa and German Politics Sep 18 2021 The revival of the region of east-central Europe known as 'Mitteleuropa' began
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. For Germany, 'Mitteleuropa' became a renewed geopolitical concept. Since 1990
Mitteleuropa has increasingly become a region of German economic engagement. However, German elites failed however to
develop a coherent political approach to that region while simultaneously conducting an eclectic Mitteleuropa policy outside a
broader framework of foreign policy. This book traces Germany's Mitteleuropa politics and puts them into an historical context
and into a framework for future foreign policy.
Bismarck Jul 25 2019 A life story of Bismark which analyzes his policies and character by the standards of his time
English History, 1914-1945 Nov 08 2020 British events during the two world wars and the troubled years between them are
carefully chronicled
The European Revolutions, 1848-1851 Apr 13 2021 A student textbook designed to introduce, in an accessible manner, all
the principal themes and problems of this period in European history.
Struggles for Supremacy Dec 22 2021 A. J. P. Taylor (1906-90), one of the greatest historians of the twentieth century, initially
established his reputation by his work in diplomatic history. This included his magisterial The Struggle for Mastery in Europe,
1848-1918 (1954) and The Origins of the Second World War (1961), both of which have remained in print. This collection
brings together a rich selection of his essays and reviews in international history, only one of which (on Trieste) has been
reprinted before. The collection includes many examples of his most lively writing, often controversial, yet usually full of insight.
France, 1848-1945: Intellect, taste, and anxiety Feb 21 2022 Sketches France's political and intellectual development and
comments on social divisions and customs from the late 1840s through the Second World War.
The Second World War Oct 20 2021
European History, 1848-1945 Nov 01 2022
Budweisers Into Czechs and Germans Jun 03 2020 Who became Czech, though, and who German? What did it mean to be
one or the other?"--BOOK JACKET.
Jews and the German State Apr 01 2020 Jews and the German State traces the evolution of the ethnic identity, social roles,
and political activities of German Jews over the century prior to the Nazi takeover. In this volume Pulzer documents the
emergence of the Jews of Germany from obscurity and marginality into the mainstream of public life and demonstrates the
importance of Jews in the public life of Germany. He argues that German history cannot be understood without grasping the
role played by the Jewish population of Germany and proposes that study of the German-Jewish relationship can illuminate
the complex roles played by minorities in modern societies. Book jacket.
Fascism and the Masses Mar 25 2022 Highlighting the "mass" nature of interwar European fascism has long become
commonplace. Throughout the years, numerous critics have construed fascism as a phenomenon of mass society, perhaps
the ultimate expression of mass politics. This study deconstructs this long-standing perception. It argues that the entwining of
fascism with the masses is a remarkable transubstantiation of a movement which understood and presented itself as a militant
rejection of the ideal of mass politics, and indeed of mass society and mass culture more broadly conceived. Thus, rather than
"massifying" society, fascism was the culmination of a long effort on the part of the élites and the middle-classes to de-massify
it. The perennially menacing mass - seen as plebeian and insubordinate - was to be drilled into submission, replaced by
supposedly superior collective entities, such as the nation, the race, or the people. Focusing on Italian fascism and German
National Socialism, but consulting fascist movements and individuals elsewhere in interwar Europe, the book incisively shows
how fascism is best understood as ferociously resisting what Elias referred to as "the civilizing process" and what Marx termed
"the social individual." Fascism, notably, was a revolt against what Nietzsche described as the peaceful, middling and
egalitarian "Last Humans."
Essays in English History Dec 10 2020
France, 1848-1945, Taste & Corruption Aug 30 2022 A History of French Passions Volume 4: Taste and Corruuption
Europe from Napoleon to the Second International Sep 26 2019 A. J. P. Taylor could never be dull, least of all in the essay.
The medium was perfect for his qualities. In expression he displayed elegant brevity: in argument paradox: in knowledge lightlyworn mastery. The result was an aphoristic concinnity only perhaps bettered among historians by Macaulay. Faber are
reissuing three volumes of essays expertly assembled and introduced by Chris Wrigley. This first one presents a dazzlingly
varied conspectus of A. J. P. Taylor's shorter writings on the nineteenth-century. 'Compulsively quotable and often very funny .
. . The range, volume and brio of his historical writing are astounding'. Roy Foster, Independent on Sunday
Grand Expectations Oct 27 2019 Interweaving key cultural, economic, social, and political events, a history of the United
States in the post-World War II era ranges from 1945, through a turbulent period of economic growth and social upheaval, to
Watergate and Nixon's 1974 resignation
France, 1848-1945 Jan 23 2022 Analyzes the Frenchman's unique national identity, attitudes towards foreigners, education,
and intellectual and cultural development from the late 1840's through the 1900's.
The Idea of Europe Aug 25 2019 This book offers a new critical history of the idea of Europe from classical antiquity to the
present day.
How Wars End Jun 15 2021 Et sjældent behandlet emne om hvad der bringer en krig til ophør, og om hvordan freden
samtidig kan lægge kimen til nye krige.
The Origins of the Second World War Jan 11 2021 One of the most popular and controversial historians of the twentieth
century, who made his subject accessible to millions, A.J.P. Taylor caused a storm of outrage with this scandalous bestseller.

Debunking what were accepted truths about the Second World War, he argued provocatively that Hitler did not set out to
cause the war as part of an evil master plan, but blundered into it partly by accident, aided by the shortcomings of others.
Fiercely attacked for vindicating Hitler, A.J.P. Taylor�s stringent re-examination of the events preceding the Nazi invasion of
Poland on 1st September 1939 opened up new debate, and is now recognized as a brilliant and classic piece of scholarly
research. �Highly original and penetrating � No one who has digested this enthralling work will ever be able to look at the
period again in quite the same way� Sunday Telegraph.
Ethnicity, Propaganda, Myth-making May 15 2021
Railways and International Politics May 27 2022 This new collection focuses on its international political and strategic
dimensions from the 1860s to the 1930s. It examines them as objects of the Great Powers' political and economic rivalries and
as tools of power projection, strategic mobilization and imperial defence.
From the Boer War to the Cold War Nov 20 2021 Opstellen over de twintigste eeuwse politieke geschiedenis van Europa,
m.n. over de belangrijke figuren die sterk hun stempel op die geschiedenis hebben gedrukt.
Writers and Revolution Jun 23 2019 Explores the experience and impact of the 1848 French Revolution through the writings
of nine European intellectuals, including Marx and Flaubert.
Postwar Mar 13 2021 FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER AWARD A magisterial and acclaimed history of post-war Europe, from
Germany to Poland, from Western Europe to Eastern Europe, selected as one of New York Times Ten Best Books of the Year
Europe in 1945 was drained. Much of the continent was devastated by war, mass slaughter, bombing and chaos. Large areas
of Eastern Europe were falling under Soviet control, exchanging one despotism for another. Today, the Soviet Union is no
more and the democracies of the European Union reach as far as the borders of Russia itself. Postwar tells the rich and
complex story of how we got from there to here, demystifying Europe's recent history and identity, of what the continent is and
has been. ‘It is hard to imagine how a better - and more readable - history of the emergence of today's Europe from the ashes
of 1945 could ever be written...All in all, a real masterpiece’ Ian Kershaw, author of Hitler
Beyond Nationalism Dec 30 2019 In this engaging and factual account, Deak offers a social and political history of the
Habsburg Officer Corps from 1848-1918.
A History of French Passions 1848-1945: Intellect, taste and anxiety Sep 30 2022 No QB copy
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